Draft namespace
For new users
- Get guidance to complete a first version of the article that complies with
minimal Wikipedia standads.
- Get help from other members of the community.

For expert users
- Use for temporary content not ready yet.
- Can skip it and create articles directly.
- Help existign drafts from new users to become ready for publishing.

Entry points
Red links
prosopagnosia

This article does not exist
Do you want to create it?

prosopagnosia

This article is still in progress
Do you want to help with the draft?
3 users participating in this draft

Create a new draft

Review draft

Search

Ongoing draft list

Allow draft creation when
article is not found.
(view later)

A list of articles users are working
on.

New article page
View next

Create as draft

The community helps draft authors to meet the quality standards before publishing.

Prosopagnosia
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

No pages about black paela?
You can contribute new content on relevant topics not covered yet.

Start a new draft

Nothing about black paela?
Contribute new content on relevant topics
not covered yet.

Start a new draft

Nothing about black paela?
A draft is in progress for this topic, and
you can contribute to it.
3 users participate in this draft

Review draft

Draft creation
Switching between modes

Editing simplified

The default entry point for content creation will
depend on the user expertise and preferences
(based on previous choices).

Talk and history get integrated into the editing
experience without adding aditional choice
(tabs). The designs assume that auto-saving is
not possible, but would be ideal in this context.

At any point, the user will be able to switch
beteen article and draft creation modes.

create as draft

A

publish
disable draft mode
delete article

d

Guidance and help
Aids and options for the user to ask for help are
provided closeby.

Publish as article
draft

Created 3 days ago

Prosopagnosia

15 co-editors
Invite collaborators

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
|

Discussion
3 pending action

View all

Add references
Make content verificable by
adding your sources as...
Automatic
View more

How to say it
Somebody get an IPA
pronunciation of this word?
Cronopio

12 comments

Super-recognizers?
I found no mention of "superrecognizers" in this article. This
is an important...
Denelson83

12 comments

Add new topic to discuss

More details
Saving & publishing actions
Only one primary action will be shown at a time. When the draft is
edited, "saving" will be the default action. When the draft is saved,
"Publish as an article" will be the most prominent action.

Cancel

Save draft

Initially, saving is disabled until the user adds some content

user edits
content

Discard changes

Save draft

Save draft
Publish as article

When there is unsaved content, the default action is to save it.
A shortcut is provided for publising (that will also save) and
other possible options (e.g., preview) if they apply.

Preview draft
Saving happens as usual. It would be great to simplify the
interaction so that users could specify the edit summary
afterwards, but that is probably out of scope.
After saving a draft, it goes back to editing state.

Publish as article
user edits
content

Discard changes

Save draft

if first time

Publish as article
Ready for publishing?
You can publish your draft once it meets our
quality standards.
Meanwhile, feel free to improve the draft or
invite other editors to do so.

Learn how to improve your drafts

When the draft contains saved content, the main action is to
publish it. If it is the first time, a guider can be shown to better
explain the process. After publishing, clarifications are
provided.

Congratulations, the article has been published
The article is now visible to all readers. You can improve the
article anytime, but If there is some important changes to be
made our editors will let you know.

Learn how to edit

More details
Discover and switch modes

Ask for help

Users can abandon the current draft or disable draft mode to
access regular article creation.

Users can request help for their drafts to be improved.
They can target any user or send invitations to specific
Wikipedia users. they can also use other mechanisms for
sharing the invitation.

draft

Created 3 days ago

Discard draft
Invite collaborators

Disable draft mode
Create article directly

Invite any editor
Ask especific users
Copy link for sharing
Share by email
Configure more ways to share

Avoid drafts to last forever
When users are workign on a draft for too long, we can indicate that
it may be tiem for publishing in the UI (and even send a notification)

Created 3 days ago

Created 5 months ago

Consider publishing it or discarding it if obsolete.

More details
First time use

What to improve

A guider can introduce the basic concepts an purpose of the draft
concept.

The talk namespace for drafts is presented as a list of
discussions where the user can participate. It makes more
visible ongoing discussions about the topic.
Both, the system and editors can add tasks to complete
for the draft to be considered ready.

Welcome to your first draft
We'll help you to meet the quality standards
for our content:
Notable. Worth addign to an Encyclopedia
Reliable. Supported by external sources.

Add references
Make content verificable by
adding your sources as...
Automatic
View more

How to say it
Somebody get an IPA

Educational. Avoid spam and
copyrighted material

pronunciation of this word?
Cronopio

12 comments

Ok
Super-recognizers?
I found no mention of "superrecognizers" in this article. This
is an important...
Denelson83

12 comments

Add new topic to discuss

Article-draft integration
Articles and drafts on the same topic are related, we need to make sure
that the UI enforces such relationship. Otherwise, a manual eﬀort would
led to inconsistencies and duplication of work.
An article is created by
publishing a draft

An user tries to create an
article for which a draft
exists

An user tries to create a
draft for which an article
exists

A

publish

d

A

d

A

d

A

Users accessing the article will no get info about the draft.

d

Users accessing the draft will be infromed that the article
exist, and the draft content will be shown as disabled (not
able to edit).

A

Users accessing the "create page" view will be informed
that a draft exists, and required to publish/discard.

d

Users are not allowed to create drafts for existing articles.

draft

The draft has been already published
The draft cannot be further edited.

View article

Prosopagnosia
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Prosopagnosia (Greek: "prosopon" = "face", "agnosia" = "not knowing"), also called face blindness, is a disorder of face perception where the
ability to recognize faces is impaired, while other aspects of visual processing (e.g., object discrimination) and intellectual functioning (e.g.,
decision making) remain intact.

An unpublished draft for this article already exists. You need to publish or discard the draft before
you can edit it as a regular article.

Prosopagnosia
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

View the draft

draft

The article already exist

You cannot create drafts for already published articles

View article

Prosopagnosia
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Prosopagnosia (Greek: "prosopon" = "face", "agnosia" = "not knowing"), also called face blindness, is a disorder of face perception where the
ability to recognize faces is impaired, while other aspects of visual processing (e.g., object discrimination) and intellectual functioning (e.g.,
decision making) remain intact.

